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Our brain has a biological necessity to enhance its neural efficiency and tries to satisfy it in a 

continuous quest for knowledge about the world. The built environment may be an important 

catalyst in this biological quest. 

The problem with the built environment is that it looks excessively static. As we perceive the 

world as a process, constantly changing, we are not able to develop any sense of place and 

higher-level consciousness unless we understand its dynamics. Only then we may be aware of 

ourselves, the world, and the constancy of this relationship over time. 

Architects need therefore an artifice to succeed in transforming a static view of an 

environment in a multisensorial image-synthesis of its flow, something essentially projective 

that enables intimate experiences of place open to multiple interpretations. 

The aim of this project is twofold: 1) determine how weak design strategies (i.e. based on 

experiential events) in the public space can affect human behavior regarding memory, 

consciousness, and emotions; 2) evaluate whether these effects can be determined at the 

neurophysiological level. 

This project combines expertises of Architecture, Psychology and Neuroscience, in order to 

investigate the process associated with perception and encoding of architectural cues that 

induce emotional attachment and enhanced use of public place. 

As a first case study, we considered a site-specific architectural intervention in a public space 

in Hong Kong. We conducted in loco behavioral observations to evaluate movement patterns, 

physical use and social interactions related with the object. Semi-structured interviews were 

performed to assess attention, emotions and short-term and/or long-term memories associated 

with the study site. Data is still under analysis. 

The next step will be testing neurophysiologically the reactions of subjects, under laboratory-

controlled conditions, to architectural cues (suggested by the field work) while they move 

through a 3D virtual environment. Event-related brain activity, heart rate, skin conductance 

and eye movement will be measured simultaneously.  

This project will provide insights into the identification of the somatic markers that operate 

within and outside consciousness and make emotion and sensuousness necessary to the 

process of attention, reasoning, memory and ultimately attachment to a place. 
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